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Sustainability
Multiple meanings: • Long term $$$$

• Replication, expansion

• Institutionalization – new 

ways of doing business and 

better results

What is

Getting a Federal grant is not a sustainability plan
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REDIRECTED FUNDING
• Funding already in the community, which can be 

allocated to the FDC

• Involves careful negotiations with agencies with 

those agencies which currently control funds

• Remember – the amount of existing, 

institutionalized funding > grant funding amounts

What is
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Where Does the FDC 

Fit in the Larger System?

Most sit on top of 
the system

Separate from it
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Redirection of Resources Already Here

Parks

TANF

Libraries

Hospitals

Schools

Police

Medicaid

Housing

Mental

Health

Courts

Families

FDC

Pilots, Demos and 

Grant-funded Projects

The “Real” 

Resources 

in the 

Community
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Shared D

Shared data

Universal 

screening

Shared case 

plans

Better 

outcomes for 

children and 

families

Redirection of 

funding

Information 

Exchange

Joint

Projects
Changing 

the Rules

Changing 

the System

FOUR STAGES OF 
COLLABORATION
Sid Gardner, 1996

Beyond Collaboration to Results
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Why start asap?
1. Requires a serious effort to gather data, identify 

funding streams, and other critical steps

2. Preparing for fiscal upturns need to start during the 

downturns (competition)

3. Harvesting outcomes takes time and patience

4. High-payoff outcomes requires time 
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No uniform impact
1. If your FDC is producing good outcomes, your defense 

against budget cuts is better than programs that can’t 

document effectiveness

2. If your FDC saves money, your case for sustained 

funding is better than most programs that can’t 

document cost impact

3. If your FDC demonstrates interagency payoffs or 

benefits, your case for sustainability and your support 

is greater than single-agency programs
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Four dimensions
1. Effectiveness (outcomes, costs)

2. Organizational impact

Results drive 
resources 

Six steps

3. Financial resources

4. Political and community resources
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STEP 1 – INVENTORY CURRENT FUNDING

 Difficult to make a case for redirected funding 

without a good handle on current funding 

streams that partnerships can draw from

 Can include an initial survey of partners asking 

to list the funding streams that support their part 

of the FDC and those that may be available in 

the future
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STEP 2 – DOCUMENT EFFECTIVENESS 
AND RESULTS (OUTCOMES, COSTS)

 Identify a funder who is a good fit with the results 

achieved by the FDC

 Persuade them that the FDC has succeeded in improving 

outcomes for their clients or future clients if FDC did not 

exist

 Results need to be “client-driven”

 Clarify “marketable outcomes” and capture the 

necessary information (baseline data) 
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Why baseline data?

1. Without baseline costs, the cost savings cannot be 

credibly estimated

2. The challenge of securing necessary baseline costs 

from other partner agencies

3. Lack of baseline makes sustainability discussions 

more focused on sustaining the project  vs. 

addressing the system
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STEP 3 – IDENTIFY POTENTIAL 
RESOURCES FOR FUTURE FUNDING

 Which prospective funders are most likely to be 

interested in supporting the innovation?

 Determine the best fit between the outcomes of the 

innovation and purposes of the funding

 Example – children’s services

 Example – recovery outcomes 
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STEP 4 – SELECT PRIORITY OPTIONS FOR 
REDIRECTED FUNDING

 Identify opportunities to work with other agencies to redirect a portion 

of their current funding for their own clients who are affected by FDC.  

This requires making a case that 

a. They are already spending the money for these shared clients

b. They could save money by participating in funding the FDC which 

would provide services to their clients in a different and more 

effective manner

 Document ineffective use of current resources

 Conduct a funding review to determine Medicaid funding is being used 

optimally
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STEP 5 – ASSESS SUSTAINABILITY OPTIONS 
IN TERMS OF POLITICAL AND COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT
 Who in the wider community agrees that the FDC has value?

 What has the wider community contributed in resources to the FDC?

 Which policy leaders and elected officials agree that funding is a priority 

in the midst of all the competing options for use of scarce resources?

 Develop marketing documents – consider these elements in building your 

case based on:

- Prevalence of the problem

- Outcomes

- Case savings

- Intergenerational impact

- Early intervention and developmental effects on children 16



STEP 6 – INSTITUTIONALIZATION

 Taking an FDC practice and making it a permanent feature in 

the existing systems of care

 Doing something new or doing established practices in a new 

way which better than the old way of doing it.  

 Accepted part of training programs, agency budgets, accepted 

protocols  that extend across the organization (vs. a small 

segment of the caseload)

 Linking FDC with parallel reforms in the rest of the agency
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SUCCESSFUL FINANCIAL STRATEGIES

 Integrating with other CWS improvements

 Connecting with other related grants or initiatives likely to have 

staying power

 Incorporating program efforts within their own agency

 Transitioning services and staff to other partner organizations

 Joining with larger health care reform and care coordination 

efforts
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Project Thinking   vs.   Systems Thinking
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PARADIGM SHIFT

Project Thinking
Systems 

Thinking

You can’t have an effective FDC 

if system changes aren’t made.

All you have is an isolated project.
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SYSTEMS CHANGE –
OTHER KEY FEATURES

• Goes beyond the boundaries of the project

• About both systems and clients – how they move through 

the system and what happens afterwards

• Requires a continuous feedback loop provided by 

information systems

• Takes place in a learning organization that is open to 

feedback from partners, clients and the wider community

• Funding and staffing resources are critical for institutional 

change

• Barriers are not accepted ─ they are targets for change
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BEING PART OF 
THE SYSTEM MEANS:

• Knowing the extent which the FDC meets the larger CW/SA 

needs (penetration rate, scale)

• Knowing how the FDC “complements” other CW/SA 

initiatives in a community in deciding on who they serve 

(parallel initiatives, target)

• Knowing how their work will impact outcomes for Court, CW 

and SA; knowing how resources will be shared, redirected 

and leveraged across systems in a meaningful way 

(institutionalization)
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Project Thinking Systems Thinking

Focus on single project, single grant Awareness and identification of 

larger system, its resources and needs

Key resource = one time grant 

funding

Inventory of multiple funding streams

Sustainability = grant award Selects best targets among funding 

streams that are institutionalized

Outcomes measured by performance 

of project for its clients

Key baseline measures are used to 

assess project’s outcomes against 

those of larger system
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Project Thinking Systems Thinking

Process measures for project are important 

aims

Process measures are justified by positive 

impact and whether they lead to new ways 

of doing business and better results

Project proposal guides implementation Awareness of key barriers affecting 

replication and outcomes of clients who 

could be served by larger project

Leadership focuses on project Leadership is capable of systems thinking 

and has effective working relations in 

larger system

Project elements make up framework of 

analysis

Larger framework used to consider barriers 

and develop strategic responses 
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Project Thinking Systems Thinking

Rules of agency procedures are 

taken as given

Documenting and changing the rules 

that form barriers are major goals of 

project

Project environment includes policies 

of funding agency

Policy environment is monitored and 

updated as it is likely affect 

replication and institutionalization

Project staff view those served by the 

project as the relevant universe of 

clients

Project staff aware of what % of 

total need project is being served 

and understand their “market share” 
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Common Themes
Collaborative has a strong leader

Capable of systems thinking (vs. project thinking)

Has effective working relationships in larger system

Engagement of leaders who are decision-makers in their own 

organizations

Identify a champion

Address and lead sustainability planning
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LEADERSHIP
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TRAVIS COUNTY (TEXAS) 
FAMILY DRUG TREATMENT 
COURT (TCFDTC) 

Theresa Lemus
Performance Management Liaison

Children & Family Futures 

Road to Sustainability
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DEMOGRAPHICS Population 2012 

(estimate)

1,096,246

Children in DFPS 

legal responsibility 

(2012) – 1,584
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TCFDTC is a civil court that manages only Child Protective Services lawsuits

• Initially filed as a court-ordered services lawsuit 

•Enrollment is voluntary

•Utilize a Family Team Meeting; Court observation; advised by an Attorney 

Enroll primarily mothers but can and do enroll fathers

Eligibility is based on a validated CPS referral of abuse/neglect of a child between the ages of 
0-5 that is a result of or directly linked to parental substance use disorder

•Parents are not excluded due to mental health, criminal history, IQ, prior CPS history 
and/or prior termination of parental rights

•Program serves all children regardless of age or residence 

TCFDTC average service period is 14 months

•Four Phases of Drug Court and must be completed to successfully graduate

OVERVIEW OF TCFDTC
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Services and supports provided 
to participants include:
•Detox (if required) and Initial Mental Health 

assessment   

•90 days of residential treatment for Women 
and up to two of their children (ages 0-6)

•30 to 60 days of residential treatment for 
Men

• IOP; 12 step work

• Family Group Conferencing and Discharge 
Meeting from Treatment

•Housing (funds and case management 
support)

•Mental Health Services (individual, family, 

psychiatric – with a trauma focus – CBT-TF; 
EMDR)

•Domestic Violence services

•Parent/Child therapeutic services

•Therapeutic and Developmental services for 
the children

•Parent Education (1:1 training using the 
Nurturing Parent Program)

•Recovery Coaches

•Medical/Dental Support

•Case management to access eligible State and 
Federal benefits

•Medical Home for ongoing physical and 
behavioral health services

OVERVIEW OF TCFDTC
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Funding
•Grants: 

- ACF (CB)- Regional Partnership Grant 
Parenting in Recovery from 2007 – 2014
- DOJ (OJJDP) – The Children’s Continuum 2011 
- 2015
- State of Texas – Office of the Governor -
Governor’s Grant – annual grant renewed since 
2007
•In-Kind contributions from key partners 
(District Court, District Attorneys Office, CPS)
•Matching funds 

OVERVIEW OF TCFDTC
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General demographics of participants
• Average age 28

• 86% women – 14% men

• 56% have a GED or completed HS

• 99% have a mental health diagnosis in addition 
to substance disorder

• 88% have a criminal history

• 66% have prior involvement with CPS

• 74% have a documented trauma history

OVERVIEW OF TCFDTC
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General outputs/outcomes
• Served 154 parents and 230 children

• 96% accessed substance abuse treatment 
within 10 days

• 76% completed 90 days of residential 
treatment

• 73% of children remained in the care of FDTC 
participant or was placed with a family 
member

• 86% parents showed improvement on the 
AAPI-2

• The successful completion of Drug Court 
average over the last five years is 42% with the 
success rate in year 6 at 65%

OVERVIEW OF TCFDTC
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Community Planning
• You are the expert in your community

• Build a broad-base coalition of supporters and advocates

Sustainable Grant Design
• Travis County limited FTEs 

Start-Up
• Celebrate the Award and set the tone for the grant period

• Identify roles and responsibilities

Implementation
• Grant compliance; evaluation; contracts; staff 

GRANT PROGRESSION TO SUSTAINABILITY
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GRANT PROGRESSION TO SUSTAINABILITY

Design adjustment
• Review and adjust to the needs of your local community

• Travis County moved to the Family Drug Treatment 
Court Design

Identification of sustainable elements
• You do not need to sustain all aspects of grant funding –

what is critical – what will partners and the community 
support

Sustainability efforts
• Documented Plan and Timeline

• Champions with defined roles and responsibilities
36



Establish an effective collaboration
• Develop diverse community & agency partnerships

• Appreciate the needs and capacity of your community 
and partners 

• Ensure clarity and agreement on the area of focus

• Establish a person/agency to support the  
collaboration

Identify & nurture “Champions” 
• Judges; Mental Health Experts

Integrate into existing systems/agencies
• Travis County contracts, existing partners

STARTING DOWN THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Train, educate and support
• Increase the knowledge of the community
• Train and retrain the staff and partners

Monitor, tweak, and update the design
• Must address a community need/gap in services
• Must be effective 

Collect and disseminate data
• Demographics and characteristics 
• How the project is benefiting the community, the 

partners (before and after)
• Stories
• Local data and grant required evaluation

CONTINUING DOWN THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Formalize commitment to project
• MOUs, Charters

Agree upon what you are sustaining
• All, some, distinct parts of the project

• Build on capacity and strength of partners

Raise your profile
• Community presentations

• Data, stories, unified partner support

• Length of program – become institutionalized

FARTHER DOWN THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Develop sustainability plan
• Has distinct elements & choices

• Assigns advocates to each element

• Is realistic and tailored to partners

• Has goals and deadlines

Implement Sustainability Plan
• Provide technical support to advocates

• Monitor & address barriers

• Demonstrate the impact of choices

• Highlight project success, improvements

FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Establish final project design options
• Based on possible outcomes of sustainability plan

Diversify your program/project funding

Execute the sustainability plan
• Budget requests submitted by partners

• Positions  & in-kind support secured through 
written commitment

• Applications submitted for funding

Maintain engagement and support of 
collaboration

FINAL STEPS ON THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability REQUIRES
• Strong collaboration
• Effective program
• Design built on community & partners 

strengths and capacity 
• Fulfillment of a community need or 

service gap
• Knowledgeable community & well-

trained staff
• Advocates/Champions

AT THE END OF THE ROAD
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In-Kind Community Contributions
• Dedicated CPS Unit

• Dedicated Court, Court Staff and Judge

• Dedicated Assistant District Attorney

• Commitment from our SA partner to serve, 
participate, and fund services

• Dedicated CASA Supervisor position

• Portion of a Housing Case Manager 

• Drug and alcohol screenings

TCFDTC – WHAT WE ARE SUSTAINING
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• SA Clinical Manager
• $245,000 in flexible funding for SA 

Treatment and Recovery Supports 
• Collaborative funding plan for 

child/family therapist (Medicaid billing, 
agency funds, contract funds)

• Attorney ad Litem to represent the 
children

Grant Funding
• The Children’s Continuum for another 

year
• Governor’s Grant 

TCFDTC – WHAT WE ARE SUSTAINING
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Theresa Lemus
Performance Management Liaison
tlemus@cffutures.org

CONTACT INFORMATION
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Please type and send your questions through the 

Question and Answer box located on the bottom half on 

your panel/dashboard.

Questions & Discussion
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NEXT STEPS AND RESOURCES
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To download, please visit: www.cffutures.org
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CLOSED DOORS OR WELCOME MAT? 
OPENING THE WAY FOR MEDICAL ASSISTED 

TREATMENT IN FDC

June 12th @ 

11 AM – 1PM (PT)

Join us!No webinar in May!
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Family Drug Court Learning Academy

Webinar Series

This Changes Everything 

2014

For more information, please visit the FDC Learning Academy Webinar Library

www.cffutures.org/presentations/webinars/category/fdc-series 50



March 6th Tested and Proven – Utilization of Recovery Support Specialists as a 

Key Engagement and Retention Strategy in FDC (and Beyond)

April 10th Our Grant is Over – Now What? Re-financing and Re-Directing as Real 

Sustainability Planning for Your FDC

June 12th Closed Doors or Welcome Mat? Opening the Way for Medical Assisted 

Treatment in FDC

July 10th So How Do You Know They Are Really Ready? Key Considerations for 

Assessing Families in Recovery for Reunification

Aug. 14th Exploring Solutions Together – The Issue of Racial and Ethnic 

Disproportionality in FDCs

Sept. 11th Matching Service to Need – Exploring What “High- Risk, High-Need” 

Means for FDCs

This Changes Everything  - 2014
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FDCresources
Webinar recordings

FDC Learning Academy Blog
www.familydrugcourts.blogspot.com

Visit
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National Center on Substance Abuse and Child Welfare
Online Tutorial: Understanding Substance Use Disorders, Treatment and Family 

Recovery: A Guide for Legal Professionals

• Roles of Child Welfare and Substance Abuse 
Treatment Professionals

• Engaging and Retaining Families

• Impact of alcohol and drug addiction on children 
and families

• Principles of addiction and recovery

• Child Welfare Timetables – AFSA Guidelines

• Cross-system communication and collaboration

Earn 6 CLEs Free!

Visit: http://ncsacw.samhsa.gov/training/default.aspx



FAMILY DRUG COURT
PEER LEARNING COURT PROGRAM

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION: PeerLearningCourts@cffutures.org

Baltimore, MD

Chatham County, GA

Jackson County, MO

Pima County, AZ

Highlighting 

effective practice
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www.cffutures.org

www.ncsacw.samhsa.gov

National FDC TTA Program
25371 Commercentre Drive, Suite 140

Lake Forest, CA 92630

(714) 505-3525

fdc@cffutures.org

Improving outcomes for children 

and families affected by 

substance use disorders
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